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I. INTRODUCTION

Kohn-Sham (KS) Density functional theory (DFT)
1, 2 has proven very successful in describing the physics of atoms, molecules, and solids for a wide range of applications across disciplines. Of central importance for KS DFT is the description of the exchange-correlation (xc) energy. Prior work by the present authors and others has with great success identified and addressed the "electronic surface error" 3 present in many semi-local xc functionals. The solution has been to identify regions in space where electronic surface physics is present and map these regions to a relevant reference model from which the exchange-correlation energy is taken. This scheme is intended as a natural extension of the local-density approximation (LDA), in that here an additional idealized surface model system is introduced alongside the uniform electron gas. A post-correction scheme based on this idea has been successfully applied for correcting errors for the surface energies in metal/metal-oxide adhesion 4 and the vacancy formation energies in metals. 5, 6 The correction was subsequently generalized into the self-consistent Armiento-Mattsson 2005 functional (AM05), 7, 8 a functional on generalized gradient approximation (GGA)-form. 9 The AM05 functional uses an index based on the density gradient to interpolate between bulk and surface-like regions. In bulk-type regions the LDA is a) Electronic mail: hfeng413@gmail.com b) Electronic mail: aematts@sandia.gov used, and in the surface region each point was mapped to a corresponding point in the Kohn-Mattsson edge electron gas model 10 to which a suitable correlation was composed using data for jellium surfaces.
11 AM05 exhibits an excellent structural description of solids [12] [13] [14] and, unlike the GGAs preceding it, is in near perfect systematic improvement of LDA. It has also been shown that while not performing as well as more specialized chemistry functionals, AM05 performs approximately as well as other semi-local functionals on a selection of chemical reaction energies. 15 It has previously been proposed by us [16] [17] [18] that the construction idea of the Armiento-Mattsson functional can be generalized to an arbitrary number of model systems and, in this way, describes a practical and semi-systematical way towards functionals with higher accuracy, for both solid state systems and systems containing free atoms and molecules. We want to emphasize that our ultimate goal is to construct a semi-local functional that gives high accuracy results both for traditional chemistry systems like individual atoms and molecules and traditional physics systems such as solids and liquids. This would provide us with a much needed functional for treating mixed systems accurately and computationally efficiently. We have named this the subsystem functional scheme. 17 Specifically, the failure of common semi-local functionals to handle confined electrons [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] should be of primary concern for a next-generation semi-local functional. In a previous work we have therefore more closely investigated the error made by semi-local functionals for a confined electron gas. 18 In the present paper we extend this investigation to suggest a practical way to identify regions in space where a correction for the error due to electron confinement is needed by using the electron localization function (ELF). We also discuss how one can map a point in a real system onto the confined electron gas model, and how, in principle, such a mapping is intended to work for a real physical system (CuO). In this context we briefly remark on the extensive library of beyond-DFT methods that successfully address errors that are arguably related to confined electrons in that they often resolve the tendency of currently used semi-local DFT functionals to give incorrectly over-delocalized states. In common use are, e.g., self-interaction correction, [24] [25] [26] exact exchange and hybrid DFT methods, [27] [28] [29] many-body Green's function (GW), 30 model potentials, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and the addition of an effective Hubbard-like term to the Hamiltonian (DFT+U). 37 However, we strongly emphasis that unlike those methods, the general and semi-systematic approach towards improved xc functionals discussed in the present work is completely within KS DFT, and the error we aim to address is clearly visible in the energy density as pertaining to regions in space where electrons are in presence of a confining potential. No immediate relation between this correction and that of the beyond-DFT methods is clear to us. None of the beyond-DFT methods are easily interpreted as directly modifying the xc energy density, and hence, it is questionably to discuss their corrections to the energy as done in a specific region in space (with the possible exception of model potentials). In particular, in DFT+U, the Hamiltonian is extended by a term involving the overlap projection of the KS orbitals onto atomic orbitals of some ions in the system. There is no reason to construe the correction achieved by this process as necessarily relating to a change in the xc energy density in the region close to those species. Nevertheless, we believe there is some relation between the errors we address in the present work from regions of confined electrons and the errors addressed by the beyond-DFT methods.
The errors in DFT approximations are usually assessed by calculating geometry properties, such as equilibrium lattice constants and bulk moduli, for a large set of materials spanning a broad range of different physical situations (i.e., bond types and arrangements). However, in many strongly correlated materials a broad range of different physical situations coexists near equilibrium. While the most usual sign of this coexistence is many different phases, there are a few materials where this coexistence and errors in functionals give an unusually clear signature in severely erroneous geometries. This is the main motivation for discussing the properties of transition metal oxides, and, specifically, CuO, in the later part of this paper. These systems have peculiar magnetic and structural properties that are, in general, not well described by semi-local DFT. These issues have been attributed to a JahnTeller-like distortion caused by a localized unpaired d electron in Cu 2 + O 2 − . 38 Both the issues with magnetic states, and the cell geometry, have been successfully addressed by beyond-DFT methods. [39] [40] [41] This suggests that the cell geometry of the CuO system is a straightforward test case for exploring the errors made by semi-local functionals in regions of electron confinement, and how these errors relate to beyond-DFT methods.
Hence, the paper presents a discussion of the influence of regions with high ELF values and confined electrons, that spans both the harmonic oscillator model, which can be thought of as a very idealized model of the electron physics in a small molecule, and solid state systems. We emphasis, again, that functional development of universal functionals applicable to problems across traditional chemistry and physics systems should consider both types of systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss the ELF and its relevant properties in the context of confined electrons. In Sec. III we apply the ELF to a basic model of a confined electron gas based on the harmonic oscillator. We find that very high values of ELF coincide with regions in space where commonly used semi-local functionals deviate significantly from the exact xc energy density. In Sec. IV we discuss how, in principle, semi-local information can be used to map points in a general system to our confined electron gas model to estimate the error in the xc energy. In Sec. V we discuss how the interesting case of the cell geometry of cupric oxide, CuO, makes for a good benchmark for future semi-local functionals. We then use the case of CuO to illustrate how the ideas presented in this paper apply to a real physical system. In Sec. VI, we summarize our results and give a few concluding remarks.
II. THE ELECTRON LOCALIZATION FUNCTION
As explained in the Introduction, in this work the ELF will take a major role in identifying regions in space where a correction based on the confined electron gas is required. The ELF is an index constructed by Becke and Edgecombe 42 as a measure of the probability for finding an electron in the neighborhood of another electron with the same spin, thus providing a quantitative description of the Pauli exclusion principle. The ELF is expressed as
where
with n σ (r) the density of electrons with spin σ , and τ σ the kinetic energy density of electrons with spin σ ,
given as sums over all occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals with spin σ , φ σ , i . The formulas for a non-spin resolved system are readily obtained by setting n σ = n/2 and τ σ = τ /2, the spin-resolved values. The second term in D is the boson kinetic energy density for a system with density n σ and it is also the minimum kinetic energy density that a fermion system can have. In the chemistry community this term is called the von-Weisäcker term and is usually interpreted as a single electron kinetic energy. D h is the value of D for the uniform electron gas. The definition of the kinetic energy density is not unique. 43 One can relate different definitions giving the same total kinetic energy by, e.g., a partial integration. However, since D is the difference between two terms, the full and the von-Weisäcker kinetic energy densities, it is independent of the definition chosen as long as the same is used for both terms. By using the same definition also for D h , the ELF becomes not only independent of definition of the kinetic energy density but also of units. ELF is a uniquely defined dimensionless quantity. In the explicit formulation above we have used the positive definite definition of kinetic energy density and Hartree units. D is sometimes called the Pauli kinetic energy density, 44 and it tends toward 0 when electrons are localized. The ELF only takes values in the range between 0 and 1, where ELF = 1 corresponds to the perfect localization and ELF = 1/2 is for the uniform electron gas. While the well known ELF index has been found very useful in describing and visualizing the atomic shells and chemical bonds in both molecules and solids, 42, [44] [45] [46] it is still useful for us to examine this object more closely to find an understanding applicable for both atoms and molecules and condensed matter systems. We base our interpretation on the fermion picture described in Ref. 45 .
The ELF is an index applicable for all fermions, which is of interest in our case since the KS particles are fermions (though, not necessarily equivalent to electrons.) The ELF is measuring the fermionic nature of a system in different parts of space. The function D is the extra amount of kinetic energy density of a fermionic system as compared to a bosonic system with the same density. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, fermions need to all have different quantum numbers, i.e., be in different states, while any number of bosons can all be in the same state, and at zero temperature they form a bose condensate. Since fermions of different spin already fulfill the Pauli exclusion principle, the ELF is only a useful measure for same spin fermions, as is indicated in Eqs. (1)- (3) above) that we use in this work and the ELF values in the spin resolved calculations we performed had to be transformed by a post correction.
It is useful to consider the division in energy between potential and kinetic energy in a simple independent particle model, at zero temperature. Let us first consider the uniform electron/fermion gas. In such a gas all fermions have the same potential energy and, thus, in order to occupy different states, the fermions need to all have different kinetic energy. In a bose gas with a similar uniform density, all the bosons have the same, zero, kinetic energy. On the other hand, in a non-uniform potential, e.g., a columbic one, the fermions will all have different kinetic energies because quantization gives them orbitals that predominantly have different potential energies. A bose gas with the same density would have to occupy the same quantized orbitals as the fermions, thus the fermion and boson systems with the same density will have the same kinetic energy density. The fermions in their quantized orbitals do not need to adjust their kinetic energy in order to avoid each other. Their kinetic energy density becomes bosonic, the ELF is close to 1 and we have localized states. Far outside a fermion system, in the classically forbidden region, we can only encounter the fermions with the highest kinetic energy, and the ELF goes to zero in most cases (see Ref. 42 for a discussion about exceptions). The ELF thus gives a clear division of space in a fermion system into regions where different types of physics dominate.
Before we give numerical results for the performance of functionals in different regions identified by values of ELF, we can already make some general observations: (i) high ELF regions need a functional that can treat localized electrons, (ii) intermediate ELF regions are likely to be accurately described by functionals based on the uniform electron gas, and (iii) in low ELF regions we need a functional that can treat the pure quantum effects present in the classically forbidden region, i.e., outside electronic surfaces. Hence, we expect LDA to work well in regions of type (ii), and the AM05 to work well in regions of type (ii) and (iii). However, there is no such a priori reason to expect either of these functionals to accurately describe the xc energy density in regions of type (i).
III. THE ELF AS AN INDEX OF CONFINEMENT PHYSICS
The general failure of conventional semi-local functionals for quasi-two-dimensional systems has been extensively discussed in the literature. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In this section we discuss how the ELF directly identifies local regions in space responsible for this failure.
We take as model of a confined electron gas the quasione-dimensional harmonic oscillator (HO), in which electrons are constrained by a parabolic potential in one dimension (denoted by z) and are free to move in the other two, i.e., v eff (r) = ω 2 z 2 , where ω represents the potential strength. A recent work by us 18 shows that all HO models can be classified by an occupation index α, which indicates how many quantum levels in the z dimension electrons can occupy. This index also gives a good quantification for the level of confinement: large values of α suggest a wide opening of the potential and thus a weak influence of confinement, whereas small values of α means that only a few quantum levels in z are occupied, implying a stronger confinement. It is on these grounds we suggest the HO model as a useful reference system to quantify the confinement errors and correct for them in calculations of real systems.
In Figs For the strongly confined systems with small α, i.e., panels (a) and (b), both LDA and AM05 produce l x that is more negative than the exact one at the center of the potential well (|z| ≈ 0). We interpret these differences as confinement errors in the functionals. The errors increase with decreasing α. Figure 1 suggests a close correlation between large ELF values, i.e., 0.8, and a significant confinement error. This matches well the conclusion from our discussion of ELF in Sec. II. The physics that the ELF was designed to identify is not well described by the uniform electron gas, nor by the edge electron gas.
The first three subfigures, Figs. 1(a)-1(c), all have α < 1 and are thus so highly confined that only the lowest energy level from the z-dimension (HO) part of the potential is filled. For these systems, the maximal ELF is atz = 0 and is 0.96, 0.90, and 0.78 corresponding to α values of 0.06, 0.23, and 0.95, respectively. In the third subfigure for α = 0.95, the system is close to accessing the second energy level in the z dimension, and the confinement errors are now difficult to distinguish. As α further increases, e.g., in Fig. 1(d) we show α = 5.40, the HO gas behaves like a uniform electron gas in the region around the center of the harmonic potential, with the ELF taking its uniform electron gas value of 1/2 and the value of LDA is indistinguishable from the exact result. We also note that the maximum ELF for the α = 1 system (not shown) is 0.77, which we will use below as a "cutoff value" of regions where confinement physics is relevant.
Some past works have suggested that the density Laplacian, ∇ 2 n, could also be used to identify errors for the xc energy in the strongly inhomogeneous electron gas. [47] [48] [49] [50] Nekovee and co-workers 47, 48 used the Variational Quantum Monte Carlo (VMC) method to investigate the xc energy density e xc (r) = n(r) xc (r) of strongly inhomogeneous electron gases subject to sinusoidal external potentials. Subtracting the xc energy density obtained by VMC from the one obtained by using LDA, e LDA xc − e VMC xc , negative errors were shown to arise in the center of the quantum wells, which is consistent with our results for HO gas. They also found that the magnitude and the sign of the errors are correlated to the Laplacian of the electron density. A negative density Laplacian is found in the central region of the quantum wells. In the HO systems, a similarly negative Laplacian is also found with the appearance of large confinement errors (not shown). Cancio and Chou 50 used the Laplacian as a correction in bulk Si. However, given the substantial amount of prior work that backs up the interpretation of the ELF as identifying regions in space with localized electrons, it appears to us to be a more straightforward and useful option, in particular in combination with the interpretation of the ELF as an indicator of the fermionic character of different parts of the system.
IV. MAPPING INTO THE MODEL SYSTEM
It is not clear to us, at this point, how general the quantitative difference between the functionals and the exact result found in the harmonic oscillator confined electron gas model is. It is possible that other features in the potential than the characteristic length-scale of the most strict confinement affect the magnitude of the error we aim to correct. Nevertheless, in this section we show how a point in a general system can be mapped into our model system based only on semilocal information. Should we in future work find that the HO model is too limited to give a sufficiently general quantification of the error, this mapping will need to be extended to a more complex model system.
Our goal in the following is to map a point in a general system onto a specific point in our model system, i.e., a specific value of α andz. We take the point in the real system to have the following two dimensionless semi-local quantities:
From Fig. 1 we find that the magnitude of the confinement error is only relevant for α < 1, and hence we restrict the map to only apply for such values of α. For this case, the density and kinetic energy take these simple forms
which can readily be inverted:
α =z 2 3 5
These expressions are defined for any given pair of s and t, and thus the general map is complete. However, it is only relevant to use it for regions in space with ELF values comparable to those we find in a confined electron gas model with α < 1, i.e., an ELF 0.77.
V. CUPRIC OXIDE
In this section we demonstrate how an ELF-based index and the mapping into the confined electron gas model is intended to work in practice. For a relevant and illustrative example we will use monoclinic cupric oxide, CuO. In the following we first discuss the interesting properties of CuO, and then try a provisional estimate of the confinement error for this system. Transition-metal oxides (TMMOs) are in general difficult to treat with semi-local DFT methods. It has been found that LDA and the common GGAs give incorrect ground state properties, such as incorrect magnetic moments and an imprecise representation of the band structure. [51] [52] [53] [54] This is commonly attributed to the incorrect description of the localized 3d electrons, and have been successfully addressed using the beyond-DFT methods we mentioned in the Introduction. For example, Engel and Schmid have shown that exact exchange and LDA correlation produce reasonable results for the magnetic moments and band gap calculations. 40, 41 As a more straightforward problem than the magnetic and band gap properties of TMMOs, we will focus on the equilibrium structure of CuO. As opposed to the cubic rock-salt equilibrium structure of the TMMOs with lower atomic numbers, CuO exhibits a less symmetric monoclinic structure in equilibrium. This structure is shown in 2D and 3D in Figs. 2  and 3 . Due to the ground state magnetic state, the primitive unit cell has 8 Cu and 8 O atoms shown in Fig. 2 distortion caused by the unpaired d electron in Cu 2+ O 2− , which is also related to the magnetic moments and band structure of CuO. 38 The equilibrium structures calculated by LDA and common semi-local functionals are not the experimentally obtained tilted monoclinic structure, but instead a more symmetric rectangular structure with larger lattice constants than expected (note that this rectangular structure is different from the rock-salt structure, which has an even higher total energy). It appears likely that the source of this unusually large discrepancy in geometry found with semi-local methods is the same as the other difficulties to describe TMMOs. Wu, Zhang, and Tao indeed report a much improved CuO geometry when using DFT+U. 39 This is unusual, since, in general, the representation of ground state geometry of crystals is often very accurate in semi-local DFT. Hence, the failure of the commonly used functionals to correctly describe the ground state of CuO provides an unusually straightforward test case for functional development that targets the issues present for TMMOs, which is not subject to any ambiguity with respect to, e.g., the interpretation of the KS orbitals.
In the following we will use the ELF to identify regions in CuO that are likely to have a large confinement error and then use the mapping suggested above to provide a rough estimate of the errors in the system. The result seems to indicate that the error discussed in this work is large enough to possibly account for the incorrect geometry of CuO. However, for this discussion we first need to make an observation about the relation of the cell volume and the rest of the cell geometry in CuO, which, as far as we are aware, have not been present in prior discussion of this system.
A. Cell volume and cell geometry in CuO
Using the VASP 56-58 code we have calculated the cell shape of CuO with three different functionals: the LDA, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional, 59 and the AM05 functional. 7, 8 See Appendix A for further calculational details. We have performed these calculations at various fixed volumes characterized by the ratio between the volume used V and the experimental volume V 0 . Since we prefer a measure with the same dimension as the lattice constants, we will consistently use the scale, (V /V 0 ) 1/3 . The calculated relaxed structure parameters for different cell volumes and functionals are presented in Fig. 4 . For large supercells, all three functionals give similar high symmetry rectangular structures with the angle between a and c axes β = 90
• , and the internal parameter u around 0.5 (see Fig. 2 for definition of the parameters). As the cell volume is decreased, all functionals transition into structures that are tilted with β larger than 90
• and the O atoms are shifted compared to the fixed Cu atom lattice with a u smaller than 0.5. Figure 5 shows the total energy versus volume for the relaxed structures with the different functionals. The calculated energy minimums are respectively at scales: 1.01 (LDA), 1.02 (AM05), and 1.04 (PBE). Fig. 4 shows that all three functionals give a similar structure at the equilibrium minimum FIG. 4 . Different structural parameters in CuO when all internal degrees of freedom are relaxed at fixed volume with the LDA (solid, black), AM05 (dotted, blue), and PBE (dashed, red) functionals. The equilibrium volumes are at scale 1.01 for LDA, 1.02 for AM05, and 1.04 for PBE. The experimental cell parameters are marked with straight black lines. For all functionals we find the structural parameters to greatly improve at compressed volumes, suggesting that if an xc correction moves the energy minimums towards smaller volumes, deviations from experimental values for the description of geometry would be more in line with the expectation for semi-local DFT. energy volume, with β ≈ 90
• , u ≈ 0.5, b/a ≈ 1, and c/a ≈ 1.23. Hence, none of these functionals reproduce the experimental monoclinic structure at their respective equilibrium. However, at compressed volume, all three functionals relax to a cell geometry very close to the experimental one. This suggests that if an xc energy correction move the energy minimums towards smaller volumes, errors of more usual magnitude for semi-local DFT would be achieved for all the cell parameters.
In Fig. 5 , graphs are also present for energies for cells that have been held perfectly rectangular, i.e., β = 90
• , b/a = 1, u = 0.5, and where only c/a is relaxed. At large scale/volume, the stable structures for fixed volume calculations are rectangular and the two lines coincide. For compressed cells, the cells with broken symmetry are lower in energy. These results suggest that the problem with the cell geometry in the semi-local functionals is not due to inability in describing the crucial Jahn-Teller-like distortion, since at the compressed volumes the structures with broken symmetry are lower in energy as they should. Rather, this further motivates that all functionals are missing some energy contribution that acts to decrease the cell volume.
It is well established that LDA systematically underestimates the cell volume, PBE overestimates it, and AM05 gives results that are in between them (see, e.g., Refs. 13 and 14). For CuO, the equilibrium volumes appear in the same order, PBE > AM05 > LDA. However, for CuO even the LDA equilibrium volume is larger than the experimental one. This is again consistent with our conjecture that all the functionals share a systematic error that leads to an overestimated equilibrium volume for CuO.
In the following we will argue, but without absolute conviction, that this systematic error present in all functionals possibly is the confinement error discussed in Secs. I-IV of this paper. Our discussion is intended to demonstrate the use of the ELF as an index of confinement error and the use of the map of semi-local quantities to the confined electron gas. Figure 6 shows the ELF along the Cu-O and O-O directions and Fig. 7 shows 3D contour plots of ELF for both the experimental monoclinic and the restricted rectangular structure. The regions with high ELF >0.77 values are located in a shell around the O atom, and everywhere else the ELF is moderately low. We also note that the region of high ELF values is somewhat smaller in the rectangular structure than in the monoclinic structure.
B. Estimating the confinement error in CuO
A rough functional-dependent estimate of the confinement error can now be made by (1) identifying the regions in space where the ELF >0.77 (i.e., the previously mentioned FIG. 6 . The ELF plotted along a straight line passing through nearest neighbor O-Cu-O within a ribbon, and then passing the void to the oxygen in the next parallel ribbon (shown by solid line in Fig. 3 ). The two graphs are given using two different pseudopotentials (see Appendix A for details). The ELF is calculated on the lattice structure shown in Fig. 3 "cutoff" value that corresponds to α < 1 in the HO model), and (2) the use of the mapping procedure discussed in Sec. IV to find the error the same functional makes in the corresponding point in the confined electron gas model system. More details of the error estimate are given in Appendix B. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The crucial finding is that the errors grow near linearly with system volume. If this is indeed a feature that is correctly reproduced by the rather crude error estimate, it would be responsible for inflating the equilibrium cell volume of all the functionals.
To show this more clearly, Fig. 9 shows the total energy versus volume for the functionals corrected for the estimated errors. We find that the estimated error indeed is of a direction and magnitude sufficient to address the error in cell volume. Removing the estimated error also appears to bring AM05 and PBE quite close together. We emphasize that the analysis presented here of the confinement error in CuO is, at this point, quite exploratory. We intend with this discussion to promote CuO as a benchmark to probe physics that otherwise commonly requires a discussion of quantities that are more difficult to interpret in KS DFT (e.g., orbital features or band gaps). In any case, the error estimate serves as a useful example of how a more general correction scheme is intended to work. We find it encouraging that the magnitude and sign of our rather crude error estimate suggests that the effect is sufficient large and with the correct sign to correct the equilibrium geometry. However, we are cautious in stressing this point, since correcting total energies for high ELF value regions in the way done for CuO in other systems that are already well described by semilocal DFT can worsen cell geometries. For example, for Si, "correcting" the cell volume using the error estimate of this work distorts the equilibrium volume by ∼0.05 Å. However, a good case can be made that this is simply an effect of the crudeness of the error estimate, and, especially, the lack selfconsistent treatment. A more appropriate assessment of the type of correction suggested in this work requires a general self-consistent treatment in line with the Armiento-Mattsson construction used for the AM05 functional. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed the use of the ELF as an index to identify regions in space with large errors in common semi-local functionals. Using a model system of an electron gas confined in one dimension, we have established a connection between very high values ( 0.77) of the ELF and large errors of such functionals. We have discussed how semi-local information in a point in a general system can be mapped into the confined electron gas to estimate the size of these errors. We then presented an in-depth analysis of the cell geometry error in CuO that promotes this system as a benchmark for future semi-local functionals aimed at errors that presently require beyond-DFT methods. The estimate of the error due to confined electrons was used to discuss the effect we expect an improved functional to have on CuO. However, we stress again that the scheme used is not, at this point, intended as general recipe to be used indiscriminately for other systems. However, from the results presented here it now appears straightforward to extend the work in the direction of a general functional in the form of a meta-GGA that can be applied self-consistently (a meta-GGA is a GGA with an additional dependence on the kinetic energy density.) Such a functional would allow for the broader testing necessary to properly assess the accuracy of the proposed scheme for systems of interest to both the physics and chemistry communities. 
APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONAL DETAILS
Our DFT calculations are done using the VASP [56] [57] [58] versions 5.1.49 and 5.2.5 with a plane wave basis set and the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method to describe the interactions between ions and electrons. In our calculations at fixed volume, we first performed two consecutive relaxations using gaussian smearing of the electron occupation with a width of 0.05 eV. Then a final static calculation is performed to obtain the exact energy using the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections. In all these calculations, to ensure the convergence of our results, a cutoff energy of 1050 eV for the plane wave basis is used, and the Brillouin zone is sampled using a 6 × 6 × 6 mesh of k points in a Monkhorst-Pack scheme. 60 The AM05 calculations are performed with PBE PAW potentials. 13 Since much of this work relies on accurate calculation of the ELF using a pseduopotential code, we need to address whether the missing contribution to the ELF from core electrons could affect our results. In Fig. 6 , we show the ELFs for two calculations with different pseudopotentials. The blue full curve is for calculation of ELF with 11 valence electrons for Cu, and the magenta dashed line is obtained using Cu PAW potential that includes the extra 6 3p core electrons, so having 17 valence electrons in total. The ELFs are shown along a straight line passing through the O-Cu-O atoms in one of the ribbons in the CuO structure and then through the void to connect to another oxygen atom in the next parallel ribbon. It is clear that the only difference by adding more Cu valence electrons is that the ELF is increased at the close vicinity of Cu atom, but still the ELF value is only around 0.2, which will not add more regions that need confinement error correction. For the existing high ELF regions, the two calculations show the exact same results. As for the O atoms, we did not perform calculations with the two 1s core electrons treated as valence, but we do show the average displacement of them from the oxygen nucleus as indicated by a vertical full line, which is far from the high ELF area. Obviously, even if the ELF contributed by them is large, it will contribute the same correction for all different fixed-volume calculations, and therefore will not make an impact on the volume-dependent energy correction.
APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE CONFINEMENT ERROR
